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Another DA fic. Story me and my sis write when we have time.
Sonic and the gang go to school with completely different personalities! Mainly follows Sonic and
Shadow.
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0 - Characters
Name: Sonic
Age: 15
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Catching bugs and illnesses really fast, getting into trouble
Crush: Cosmo, Gina
Board: Blue Star and Blue Star II
Appearance: Red shoes with a white stripe down the middle and a “lucky” golden buckle, white socks,
white gloves, red cap turned backwards with “Romy” written on it, silver guitar medallion
Info: Sonic is one of those hedgehogs who are hated by the school. He is the leader of a group of 4
called Romy. The other members of his group are Knuckles, Manic and Shadow and are the “bad boys”
of the school. Mysteriously, Manic and Knuckles disappeared at the beginning of the school year and
haven’t been seen since! Sonic is a talented troublemaker and also catches bugs and illnesses very
fast due to his super speed. He is an F grade student because of his terrible attitude in school. He lives
in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Knuckles
Age: 16
Species: Echidna
Special Ability: Gym, sports, getting into trouble
Crush: Cosmo, Liv
Board: Red Rock
Appearance: Red shoes with a yellow stripe down the side and grey brick like tops, green socks, white
mittens with 2 spikes on the top, gold chain necklace with a K on it, black ring on front left dreadlock,
green cap turned backwards with “Romy” written on it
Info: Knuckles is one of the biggest troublemakers in the whole school! He disappeared at the beginning
of the year and nobody has seen him since! He disappeared along with Manic leaving Sonic and
Shadow to be the only members of Romy left. He is very good at gym and sports but is always leaving
his gym kit behind leaving Amy to trail after him on her tattered motorbike to give it back. He’s an F
grade student due to his behaviour. He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Tails
Age: 9
Species: Fox
Special Ability: Smart, getting angry
Crush: Sonia
Board: Yellow Tail
Appearance: Red and white shoes, white socks, white gloves with a black ring on each one, blue bands
around the top of each tail, square black glasses
Info: Tails is one of those smart kids that hangs around with people like Geoffrey, Silver and Wave. He
gets very mad easily and struggles to hold it in, usually exploding with fits of rage instead of keeping it in.
He is an A+ student. He lives in Estherville Apartment.

Name: Shadow
Age: 15
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Being cool, being rude, getting into trouble
Crush: Cosmo, Liv
Board: Darkness and Black Shot
Appearance: Red, black and yellow hover shoes, white gloves, red and black cuffs above shoes and
gloves, gold power rings under cuffs of gloves and shoes, left ear pierced with silver hoop earring, grey
cap turned backwards with “Romy” written on it.
Info: Shadow is quiet, yet rude and a troublemaker. He’s the deputy of Romy and is very sly and
sneaky. He’s also very selfish. He wanders along with Sonic as the final member of Romy since
Knuckles and Manic disappeared. He is an F grade student due to being in Romy. He lives in Estherville
Apartment.
Name: Rouge
Age: 18
Species: Bat
Special Ability: Annoying people
Crush: Geoffrey
Board: Temptation
Appearance: Purple knee length boots with silver cuffs, long white gloves with purple cuffs, blue and red
checker dress, blue and red checker bow to the left side of her head
Info: Rouge is the most annoying, sneaky, selfish student to ever walk down the school hall. If Rouge
doesn’t get her own way, her squeaky voice will! She is a B- student. She lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: E-123 Omega
Age: Unknown
Species: Robot
Special Ability: Smart, tennis
Crush: Amy
Board: Metal Plate
Appearance: White shorts, top and cap that say “Cheaper By The Dozen” on them (Only whilst playing
tennis)
Info: Omega and Gamma are the 2 robots that have formed a tennis team called “Cheaper By The
Dozen” and plays doubles with Gamma every Tuesday and Thursday. He is an A+ student. He lives in
Estherville Apartment.
Name: E102 Y Gamma:
Age: Unknown
Species: Robot
Special Ability: Smart, tennis
Crush: Amy
Board: Stone Shard
Appearance: White shorts, top and sweatbands on wrists and head that say “Cheaper By The Dozen”
on them (Only whilst playing tennis)
Info: Gamma is Omega’s tennis partner and is in their tennis team, “Cheaper By The Dozen”. He is an
A+ student. He lives in Estherville Apartment.

Name: Cream
Age: 6
Species: Rabbit
Special Ability: Martial arts
Crush: Manic
Board: Smile
Appearance: Dark blue tracksuit with white stripes on it, black sneakers, white gloves with a gold pin in
the cuffs
Info: Since Cream’s last birthday, she has taken up Marshall Arts as a hobby. Her and her sidekick,
Cheese the Chao train day and night until she will become the best Marshall Arts expert of all time! She
is a C+ student. She lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Amy
Age: 12
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Mother skills, Discipline, maid
Crush: Vector
Board: Pink Rose and her tattered motorbike, A-Rider
Appearance: yellow dress, blue and white apron, yellow and blue boots, white gloves, gold rings above
gloves, hair tied up in a blue bandana
Info: Amy is the “mother” of Estherville Apartment and doesn’t go to school because she’s always
helping the rest of the apartment get ready or runs after them with their forgotten items. She stays at
home all day cooking and cleaning and is a natural mother to everyone. She was an A grade student
until she stopped going to school for the rest of the gang’s sake. She lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Espio
Age: 16
Species: Chameleon
Special Ability: Being nosy
Crush: Rouge
Board: Purple Mist
Appearance: Dark purple shoes with a black stripe over them, white bandage-like cuffs above his shoes
with black rings above and below them, bottom cuff has yellow spikes on it, Identical hand cuffs with an
added metal tongue above the bandage-like material, silver sunglasses with green lenses, silver chain
necklace with a red gem on the end
Info: Espio is very quiet so nobody really recognises him. Little does everyone know that he is very, very
nosy and that’s why he keeps quiet all the time. Nobody really knows much about him except from his
best friend, Bartleby. He is a B grade student. He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Vector
Age: 20
Species: Crocodile
Special Ability: Cleanliness-obsessed
Crush: Blaze
Board: Green Spike
Appearance: brown tracksuit with a grey cloth coming out of the back pocket, black belt, black shoes,

baggy grey cap, usually carries a mop
Info: Vector is a cleanliness-obsessed maniac and faints at the sight of dirt. He runs around all day
cleaning instead of attending school even though he was skipped back 4 years. He says there is no
need for school since his dream job is to be a janitor. He was always an F grade student so that’s why
he left school early. He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Charmy
Age: 6
Species: Bee
Special Ability: Fighting in a vest, kung fu
Crush: Sonia
Board: Yellow Sting
Appearance: white strip of cloth resembling a kung fu band on his head, a kung fu outfit, Black and
yellow vest covering the top half of his kung fu uniform, black belt (He is black belted in kung fu), white
gloves with black cuffs, black sneakers with white stripes
Info: Charmy spends day and night practicing kung fu in his lucky vest to impress Sonia and as a hobby.
He even has his own theme song called “Charmy Chan”. He is a C grade student. He lives in
Estherville Apartment.
Name: Cosmo
Age: 12
Species: Plant
Special Ability: Gardening
Crush: Charmy
Board: Green Leaf
Appearance: Pale blue dress with long sleeves and dipping shoulders, white boots
Info: Cosmo is a spunky, happy plant who loves gardening and tends to the Estherville Apartment’s
balcony in all of her spare time. She planted her very own apple tree and every summer, makes
everyone eat apples although she has a hard time getting “Romy” to eat any of them. She loves nature
and is an A grade student. She lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Silver
Age: 15
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Dancing, dance-mat
Crush: Sonia
Board: Physic Wave
Appearance: white gloves with a neon blue circle on each of them, black shoes with grey soles and a
white stripe going up the top, white socks, round red reading glasses
Info: Silver is an A grade student and loves dancing. He hangs around with people like Geoffrey, Tails
and Wave. He has his very own dance mat and practices with Sonia’s help all the time. He loves eating
as well and will do anything for a chicken burger. He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Blaze
Age: 14
Species: Cat
Special Ability: Pakour

Crush: Espio
Board: Fire Lance
Appearance: Dark purple shorts and t-shirt, white and dark blue sneakers, white socks, white gloves with
magenta cuffs, 2 gold stud earrings in each ear, green headband
Info: Blaze is a failure student that gets F’s in all of her exams. She skips school all the time to do
Pakour with her friends. She is a total failure but doesn’t seem to care. She lives in Estherville
Apartment.
Name: Sonia
Age: 15
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Makeup, PS2
Crush: Shadow
Board: Her motorbike, Pink Rider
Appearance: Huge black sneakers with purple stripes, green army pants, dark green tank top with a
picture of Daxter on it, dark purple gloves with darker purple cuffs, Silver keyboard medallion
Info: Sonia’s obsession is makeup and games. She loves to give people in her school fashion tips or
show off about how she has beaten “Jak And Daxter” 50 times. She is a total show-off and is proud of
it. She is a C+ student. She lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Manic
Age: 15
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Cooking, getting into trouble
Crush: Cosmo, Gina
Board: Therma Board
Appearance: Red vest, orange fanny pack, 2 gold hoop earrings in his left ear, blue cap turned
backwards with “Romy” written on it, black sunglasses, red and white shoes, silver drum kit medallion
Info: Manic is another troublemaker and is part of Romy. He was one of the cheekiest kids in the whole
school and always answers back to teachers and starts trouble. This might be one of the reasons why
he disappeared with Knuckles towards the start of the year but no one can be sure. He loves cooking
and is very talented at it, helping Amy all the time. He is an F grade student, due to all of his mischief.
He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Bartleby
Age: 18
Species: Cat
Special Ability: Misplacing tickets
Crush: Blaze
Board: Posh Doorknob
Appearance: Dark red tuxedo with a white shirt that puffs out, long white gloves, short white boots, white
cloth acting as a belt
Info: Bartleby is a posh snob and is brilliant at misplacing things, especially tickets. He is a B+ student.
He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Jet
Age: 15

Species: Hawk
Special Ability: Talking
Crush: Amy
Board: Type-J
Appearance: Short red boots with a white spike pattern going down on it, white socks, white gloves with
white cuffs and a red stripe going down them, red sunglasses on his head, white bands at the top of his
arms, black shoulder pads, silver rings around his ankles
Info: Jet never stops talking. It is his hobby and seems like one he won’t grow out of. He never stops
although this helped him to become a B+ student. He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Wave
Age: 18
Species: Swallow
Special Ability: Smart, Scuba diving
Crush: Tails
Board: Type-W
Appearance: Red shoes with white sides and a zip going across the top, white gloves with orange rings
above them and white cuffs with a red middle, red dress with flowers on it a yellow belt, orange cardigan,
huge orange glasses, red bow on top of her head
Info: Wave is a very smart student and hangs around with people like Tails, Silver and Geoffrey. She
gets straight A’s and uses this to impress Tails. She also has a hobby of scuba diving and practices
everyday after school. She lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Storm
Age: 19
Species: Albatross
Special Ability: Trampoline
Crush: Rouge
Board: Type-S
Appearance: Black shoes with a yellow stripe going across them and grey soles with 2 white stripes at
the front and 2 and the side, brown baggy tracksuit with stripes on the side of the pants and an “S” on
the front of the top, brown gloves with silver rings
Info: Storm is a very stupid student and gets F’s even though he doesn’t mess around in class. He has
a strange obsession of trampolines though and is very good at them. He lives in Estherville Apartment.
Name: Big
Age: 20
Species: Cat
Special Ability: Animal care
Crush: Blaze
Board: Big Frog
Appearance: Yellow wellies, brown gloves, yellow bucket and spade where Froggy sleeps, Small dark
blue cap, red t-shirt and shorts
Info: Big is a very caring cat who has an ambition of being a vet. His best friend is Froggy the frog that
he found in a dumpster. He loves collecting shells in his spare time in his yellow bucket. He left school
and was a B+ student when he left. He lives in Estherville Apartment.

Name: Gina
Age: 14
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Chaos abilities, super speed, Video games, Warrior skills, The Way, drawing
Crush: Sonic, Manic
Board: Black Tornado
Appearance: Black and red spines and a pony tail, red streak on head, ear tips and under-tail, blue
dress, pink hair band and bandana round neck, red shoes with a white stripe going across.
Info: Gina is a new student from far away. She just moved to her new school with her friend, Liv. She
looks strangely a lot like Shadow and Sonic really like her.
Name: Liv
Age: 13
Species: Hedgehog
Special Ability: Drawing, understanding human animals, super speed, fighting
Crush: Shadow, Knuckles
Board: Blue Ice
Appearance: Long blue spines, spiky hair on top of head, feather hairclip above left ear, Yellow dress,
red locket from Shadow, Black shoes with a green stripe going across them
Info: Liv is a new student like Gina and looks a lot like Sonic. She has a crush on Knuckles and Shadow.
But much more on Shadow.
Name: Geoffrey
Age: 14
Species: Fox
Special Ability: Smart
Board: A+ Paper
Appearance: Huge red glasses, bowtie, smart school outfit
Info: Geoffrey is a very annoying ginger fox who is obsessed with studying and school projects. He’s
always trying to get Sonic and Shadow to do their work but usually ends up doing it for them!

1 - Off To School
“Sonic! Wake up, you’re going to be late for school!” Amy shouted as Sonic threw his pillow back over
his head.
“SONIC!” Amy screamed again, this time rampaging into Sonic’s room causing him to plummet to the
ground.
“It’s time for school.” Amy repeated.
“I’m not going to school today.” Sonic said with a yawn.
“Oh yes you are! Get up and get ready, everyone’s waiting for you!” Amy repeated as she stormed out
to get Sonic’s breakfast ready.
“Ugh, Amy’s so annoying!” Sonic frowned as he shook himself awake and went to have a wash. He
came out of the bathroom and into the huge living room of Estherville Apartment to see all of his roomies
eating breakfast on a large brown table prepared by Amy. A sad look spread across Sonic’s face when
he didn’t see his brother, Manic helping Amy with the cooking or one of his best friends, Knuckles,
sitting down and stuffing his face with marmalade toast. Manic and Knuckles had mysteriously
disappeared towards the start of the school year and no one had ever seen them since. They were in
Sonic’s group, “Romy” but now, Sonic and Shadow were the only one’s left. They were the “bad
boys” who always got into trouble but Sonic and Shadow were finding it hard since Knuckles and Manic
disappeared.
“Sit down Sonic, you’re porridge is getting cold!” Amy snapped.
“Porridge? But I wanted chilli dogs!” Sonic whined.
“Porridge or nothing!” Amy said with a sharp tone.
“Alright, porridge it is!” Sonic replied sitting down next to Tails and Wave to eat.
“Hey, have you heard any news of Knuckles or Manic yet?” Shadow called across the table to Sonic
with a bowl of cereal in his hands.
“Unfortunately, no.” Sonic shouted back.
“NO SHOUTING AT THE TABLE!” Amy screamed to Sonic and Shadow who immediately looked away
and sat quietly eating their breakfast. Suddenly, Vector marched into the room with his usual scruffy
brown outfit and a mop in his hand.
“I’ve cleaned the bathroom after all of you filthy creatures have used it and now its spic and span!”
Vector gleamed.
“Vector, don’t you think you should really be at school instead of cleaning the apartment all day?”
Charmy asked cautiously as he punched the air with one of his usual kung fu tricks.
“Yeah, because your grades are like, totally going down, which is a bad thing you know, but it might be
good to some people but who knows! I mean, I don’t know about you but wanting to be a janitor is so
last season! I mean, everyone wants to be air boarders now like me and the rest of the crew! I mean,
you can ride an air board right Vector? Vector? VECTOR!”
“Oh put a cork in it Jet!” Cream shouted at the hawk.
“Chao!” Cream’s sidekick, Cheese nodded. Suddenly, Rouge’s horrific, snorting laugh was heard
across the whole room!
“That’s so funny!” Rouge snorted.
“Rouge, please! You’ll upset the garden!” Cosmo said quietly as she pointed to a squished up balcony
full of potted plants and an apple tree and a small tennis court squished in the corner.
“If you don’t mind, me and Gamma are going to practice some tennis before we leave for school.”

Omega said as he walked off with Gamma behind him with their tennis rackets and tennis uniforms on.
Espio stood up quietly and followed them out. No one except Bartleby, Espio’s best friend, knew that
Espio was nosy and that’s why he is so quiet all the time. Espio was secretly going to spy on the robotic
tennis players.
”I’m off early to do Pakour.” Blaze said shortly as she got up and threw a rucksack over her shoulder.
“Blaze, you can’t miss school again! What about your grades?” Silver asked astonished as he took off
his reading glasses and looked up from his book.
“Watch me!” Blaze said as she picked up her air board, “Flame Lance” and rushed out of the
apartment. Silver shook his head and replaced his reading glasses back onto his eyes and looked back
at his book.
“Sonia, I seem to have misplaced my tickets! Can you help me find them?” Bartleby asked in a panic as
he franticly rushed around the apartment trying to find his lunch tickets.
“Again?” Sonia asked as she paused “Jak and Daxter” and threw the controller on the floor to help
Bartleby look for his lunch tickets. She lifted up his cereal bowl and held up 2 lunch tickets.
“Bartleby!” Sonia called.
“Yes?” Bartleby replied as he fell and did a forward roll right into the PS2, pulling out the plug and
cancelling the unsaved game.
“Oh, now I remember! Thanks Sonia.” Bartleby smiled as he took his tickets back.
“BARTLEBY! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO JAK AND DAXTER?” Sonia asked in a frantic hissy voice.
Bartleby hesitated and then ran.
“Shouldn’t we be getting ready to leave now? It’s trampoline practice in gym today!” Storm grinned as
he grabbed his rucksack and his air board, “Type-S” and rushed to the door.
“I’ll leave when I’m ready! I’m still eating my breakfast!” Tails snapped at storm and went back to
eating his muffin. Sonic’s face fell as he heard the word “gym” and “breakfast”. Knuckles had loved
gym before he disappeared, even though he always forgot his gym kit leaving Amy to trail after him on
her tattered motorbike to give it back to him and Manic would always be cooking in his spare time,
especially at breakfast time.
“I’ve been kind enough to get everyone’s bags in alphabetical order for you!” Wave said pointing to
everyone’s bags. Everyone mumbled a thanks and picked up their bags and air boards as Amy opened
the door.
“Have a good day at school all of you!” Amy smiled at everyone.
“Wait for me!” Big called as he ran out of his animal sanctuary with his school bag.
“Big, you left school 5 years ago!” Cream pointed out.
“Oh yeah, I forgot! Come on Froggy.” Big said to his best friend as he went back into his animal
sanctuary. Everyone except Vector, who was washing the dishes, piled out of the door and rode on their
way to school.
“They grow up so fast!” Amy smiled as she shut the door behind her to get back to her cooking.

2 - History Project
“Ugh, today’s gonna be sooooooooo lame!” Sonic said as he walked down the corridor with Shadow.
“I know, I mean, World History Day? Give me a break!” Shadow replied as he rolled his eyes.
“Uh oh, Geoffrey at 8 O’clock!” Sonic gasped as a fox with red glasses and ginger hair skipped
towards them. Geoffrey was known for being a nerd and he hangs around with Tails, Silver and Wave.
“Hello guys! Nice day isn’t it?” Geoffrey asked Sonic and Shadow with a grin on his face. Shadow and
Sonic looked at Geoffrey and then at each other.
“Ok, what is it this time?” Sonic asked after a minute.
“Something extraordinary!” Geoffrey replied with a slight jump.
“Will you get on with it already?” Shadow snapped.
“Sorry, um, yes, we get the day off school!” Geoffrey beamed. Sonic and Shadow’s eyes widened and
then they grabbed each other’s hands and started jumping up and down chanting, “We miss school!”
Over and over again but Geoffrey obviously hadn’t finished.
“For a history project!” Geoffrey screamed happily as he grabbed Sonic and Shadow’s hands and
started to jump up and down with them but Sonic and Shadow weren’t jumping anymore.
“What do you mean?” Shadow shouted as he pushed Geoffrey to the floor.
“I mean, we get a week off school to prepare a history project!” Geoffrey replied as he stood up and
dusted himself off and then adjusted his huge, round glasses. Sonic and Shadow gritted their teeth and
then walked back to the air board parking lot to get their air boards.
“Don’t worry Sonic, we can get out of this! All we have to do is persuade Amy to not let us do them or
get Geoffrey to do them for us!” Shadow grinned.
“You make this sound easy Shadow!” Sonic sighed. “I wish Knuckles and Manic were here!”
“I do too and we will find them! We can’t be a duo forever, Romy was made for 4, not 2!” Shadow
replied as he strapped his air-skates, “Darkness” on and Sonic jumped on to his air board, “Blue Star
II”.
“I know Shadow.” Sonic replied half-heartedly. “Hey, why are you using Darkness? What happened to
Black Shot?” Sonic asked as he realised Shadow was wearing his air-skates and not using his air
board, “Black Shot”.
“I’m getting Tails and Silver to repair it for me, one of the rebound coils fell off.” Shadow replied.
“Oh, ok.” Sonic said as he strapped his Gravity Stone to his wrist and Shadow did the same.
“Let’s go!” Shadow screamed as they both raced off into the distance back home.

3 - New Students
Sonic and Shadow rode right into the house.
“SONIC! SHADOW! WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU ARE DOING RIDING THOSE FILTHY BOARDS AND
SKATES INTO THE APARTMENT?!” Amy screamed.
“Messy, messy, messy! Look at these tyre tracks!” Vector said as he took out his grey cloth from his
back pocket and poured on some cleaning fluid. Sonic and Shadow looked at each other and then
backed out of the door to put their boards and skates away. Whilst outside, Sonic and Shadow had a
little conversation.
“You ask Amy to do our projects first!” Sonic told Shadow.
“No way! You ask!” Shadow replied.
“No!” Sonic said as he folded his arms and turned his back on Shadow. “I’m the leader of Romy, that
means you have to do what I say!”
“But….grrrrr.” Shadow replied in a grumpy tone and stomped back into the house followed by Sonic who
had a satisfied grin on his face.
“Amy, we need you to do our projects!” Shadow said very fast.
“NO!” Amy shouted. “Do them yourselves”! Shadow and Sonic’s faces fell. Amy was just about to start
a lecture when suddenly, the two “Cheaper By The Dozen” tennis robots walked into the room.
“I won!” They said at the same time.
“What do you mean you won? I won fair and square!” Gamma screamed.
“What do you mean? Your red! That means you lose!” Omega replied.
“What? But you’re red too!” Gamma pointed out.
“Yes, but you have a scratch on your arm so that makes you look different! Your black and red too so
you lose anyway!”
“But you’re...” Gamma started but Amy butted in.
“Well, maybe you would know who won if you actually bothered to write down the scores once in a
while!” Amy quietly spoke, trying not to get mad.
“Thanks Amy!” The robots chanted as they each grabbed some paper and ran out into the balcony,
knocking over one of Cosmo’s prized plants and setting their tennis court up.
“Oh no! No one has ever knocked over Cosmo’s flowers, especially her prized ones and got away with
it! If she finds out she’ll kill you!” Sonic said, trying to fix the snapped stem back together with glue and
paperclips. Shadow quietly tried to walk off when suddenly, Amy turned round.
”Don’t think your getting out of your project that easily!” Amy snapped with her hands on her hips when
suddenly the doorbell rang. “We’ll talk about this later!” Amy said through gritted teeth as she went to
answer the door. Sonic and Shadow quickly started to run up the stairs when suddenly Amy called them
again.
“Oh no, looks like were in for it!” Sonic squealed.
“Sonic, Shadow, your friend Geoffrey’s here!” Amy shouted. Sonic and Shadow looked at each other.
“Oh no!” They chorused as they quickly tried to rush to their rooms again but Amy shouted again. They
slowly stomped down the stairs to see Geoffrey grinning on the doorstep.
“I’ll leave you boys alone.” Amy said as she walked back to the kitchen.
“Geoffrey, if you’re here to annoy us then no point. Were already as annoyed as we can get!” Shadow
grumpily said as Sonic nodded.
“Hello you two! Fancy being study partners?” Geoffrey suggested.

“No!” Sonic and Shadow screamed at the same time.
“Oh by the way, there’s two new students in our class! They look oddly familiar, a lot like you two!”
Geoffrey beamed pointing at Sonic and Shadow.
“We’ll be your study partners! Tell us everything you know!” Sonic instantly said.
“Excuse us for a second.” Shadow gave a fake smile at Geoffrey as he pulled Sonic to the chairs. “You
know, maybe having a freaky genius as a study partner might not be so bad!” Shadow said. Sonic
didn’t look convinced. “I mean, we can sneak into the school and hack into the computer mainframe
and find out where Knuckles and Manic are!” He grinned.
“Shadow, do you even know what a mainframe is?” Sonic asked.
“No! Shadow replied. “But anyway, pretty good plan huh?”
“Shadow, what in our life together makes you think that were smart enough to sneak into school? But
still, genius! Let’s go for it!” Sonic grinned as they walked back to Geoffrey.
“Like we said, we’ll be your study partners on one condition.” Shadow nodded.
“We left our homework on the, uh, the computer, um, main-framage! We need you to hack in and get it
for us!” Sonic grinned.
“Do you mean mainframe?” Geoffrey suggested.
“That’s the one!” Sonic screamed happily.
“You guys can do that yourself because I need to get my “Dorothy Angus Guide To Being A Great
Study Partner” book!” Geoffrey grinned whilst skipping off.
“Great!” Shadow said sarcastically, “Now we’ll have to do it ourselves!”
“And how do you moorose we do that?” Sonic asked through slanted eyes and folded arms.
“You mean propose, right?” Shadow suggested raising an eyebrow.
“That’s the one!” Sonic grinned.
“I have no idea.” Shadow said with his eyes closed and arms folded. “Wait! I have it! We’ll ask
Geoffrey to do it!”
“Wait a minute.” Sonic said “Didn’t we just ask Geoffrey?”
“No!” Shadow shouted. “Are you insulting my memory?” Shadow had obviously remembered but he
was too proud to admit it. “What about the robots then?” Shadow suggested.
“Too tennisy!” Sonic replied.
“Then what about Amy!” Shadow asked.
“Too mumsy” Sonic said.
“Well if you’re so smart, you decide then!” Shadow shouted.
“Hmmmm, I know! Geoffrey!” Sonic beamed.
“Were right back to where we started.” Shadow sighed. “We’ll just have to do it ourselves!”

Later that night:
Shadow and Sonic skidded off their air boards and quickly threw them onto a huge pile of mud,
whispering to each other about their plot whilst struggling to climb up the school gate. They weren’t
smart enough to realise that they could have just flown over with their air boards but, boys will boys!
They finally got over, crashing through the window completely forgetting about the security cameras.
“This way, to the ICT room!” Sonic gestured to the right.
“No! This way to the bathroom!” Shadow gestured to the left.
“Why do we need to go to the bathroom?” Sonic pondered.
“So I can comb my spines! Duh!” Shadow shouted.
“Me too!” Sonic gasped realising that his spines were sticking up. After giving their spines a nice comb,

they ran, knocking lots of things over, to the ICT room.
“How are we going to get in?” Shadow asked.
“This way!” Sonic replied, picking Shadow up and throwing him at a tiny window at the top of the door. It
smashed into pieces and Sonic ran towards the door.
“Now what?” Shadow asked from the opposite side.
“Use Chaos Spear, and make a hole in the door so I can get through!” Sonic told him.
“But there’s a key in the door!” Shadow pointed out.
“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! I won’t have any of it!” Sonic screamed. “Use Chaos Spear! NOW!”
“Ok, ok! No need to get all huffy!” Shadow snorted. “Chaos…Swiss Roll!” Shadow shouted while a
Swiss roll appeared in his hand,
“What?” Sonic asked as he heard Shadow eating something from the other side of the room.
“Ah, it’s delicious!” Shadow said.
“JUST OPEN THE DOOR!” Sonic shouted.
“Ok, ok! Sheesh! Chaos Spear!” Shadow shouted as the door bulged but didn’t quite open.
“Shadow?” Sonic asked.
“AHHHH, IT BURNS!” Shadow screamed whilst running around as he got hit by the spear. He was
running around so much, that he bashed into the door and it fell right off.
“At last!” Sonic said relieved. They logged into a computer. They broke it. They logged into another
computer. They broke that one too. After logging into twenty computers, they finally managed to hack
into the system!
“It says that there is a secret room somewhere in the school!” Sonic read through wide eyes.
“Well, where is it?” Shadow asked impatiently.
“It says that…” Sonic started before the computer started to shut down. The two hedgehogs panicked.
“Quick, I’ll get some water to clean the system with!” Shadow screamed as he threw a bucket of water
over the computer. The screen went blank, and the computer shut down for good. Sonic and Shadow,
now knowing that there was a secret room somewhere in the school, Sonic suggested that they split up
to look for it. Shadow nodded as he started to run towards the bathroom.
“Why are you going to the bathroom?” Sonic asked.
“Gotta go, gotta go, gotta go!” Shadow screamed as he ran into a cubical and locked the door. Sonic
rolled his eyes and waited for Shadow to come out. Suddenly, horror struck Sonic! Shadow had entered
the out of order toilet!
“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO” Sonic screamed as Shadow flushed the toilet. Just then, a small
stone fell out of the back wall. Then a larger stone, then a brick, and finally, the whole wall! “You’ve
done it this time!” Sonic panicked as he slapped his forehead.
“Wait!” Shadow said. “I think that’s the secret passage!” Sonic gasped and after a while said,
“Let’s come back tomorrow!” Sonic suggested. They both walked out of the bathroom, leaving the
secret passageway wide open.
Next day, Sonic and Shadow walked into the school when the head teacher, Mr. Wenselby, told the
school some news that caught Sonic and Shadow’s eye. Mr. Wenselby called everyone into the school
hall and displayed a familiar video to the whole school. Two students ran up and down the corridors,
smashing things up and then walked into the bathroom to do their spines. After that, they crashed
through the corridors once again and then stopped in front of the ICT room. One of them picked the
other one up and threw him into the window and then the other broke the door down. After that, the two
shady characters broke over twenty computers and then went back to the bathroom, using the out of
order toilet and then it cut off.
“We believe that the thief had thrown a giant missile at the door to break it!” Mr. Wenselby said. All the

students laughed and Sonic and Shadow warily looked at each other. After a while Sonic said,
“There was a chilli dog on the desk!”
“I know! I can’t believe we didn’t see that before!” Shadow gasped. Suddenly, Sonic remembered
about what Geoffrey had said. There were two new students that looked oddly like himself and Shadow.
“Hey Shadow, you think the new students that look like us will be in our class?” Sonic asked.
“No, if I can remember correctly, new students always start two years lower than they should when they
start school!” Shadow grinned.
“Are you sure?” Sonic asked.
“Yes! Are you insulting my memory?” Shadow screamed.
“No, no, sheesh!” Sonic replied as he rolled his eyes. After that, a bell rang and all the students left the
hall and walked to their classrooms. After a moment, two new students walked into the room. One was a
light blue hedgehog with long spines and a yellow dress with black and green shoes and a feather clip
on the side of her head. The other was a black hedgehog with spines and a pony tail and red streaks on
her spines, ear tips, arms, legs, under-tail and going down her head and pony tail. She had a blue dress
on with a pink bandana around her neck and red and white shoes on. Ms Wiggums, their class teacher
walked into the room and stood beside the students.
“Good morning class.” Ms Wiggums started. “These are the two new students, Liv and Gina who will
be joining our class.” She said pointing to the blue hedgehog, who was Liv and the black and red
hedgehog who was Gina. Sonic and Shadow’s eyes widened as they saw them. Shadow had a
flashback of him many years ago. He was in a large room with machines everywhere and another
hedgehog was sitting in front of him. Shadow’s eyes turned to slits as he eyed the hedgehog in front of
him. Suddenly she grinned and placed her hand on the board in front of them both.
“Check mate!” She screamed as she jumped up from the chess board, cheering for herself. Shadow
gritted his teeth and then kicked the chess board across the room and walked out of the door. After that,
the flash back ended.
“What was all that about?” Shadow asked himself. “Who was that, and why did that memory come up
just now?”
After that, Sonic had a flashback. He was much younger, practically about five years old and he was
playing with a male hedgehog and two female hedgehogs. He identified the male as Manic and one of
the females as Sonia but he hadn’t got a clue who the other one was. Suddenly, his mother, Queen
Aleena walked into the room and brought them cookies.
“Play nicely now, and Sonic.” She said as he looked up at her. “Look after your little sister, it’s not
everyday you get a little sister to look after.” She said as she walked out of the door. Sonic looked at the
other three hedgehogs and then stopped on the one that he couldn’t identify. After that, the flashback
finished.
“What the heck was that about?” Sonic asked himself. He just shrugged it off and leaned back on his
chair to notice the two new students sitting behind him. He was so shocked, that he fell backwards and
the whole class started laughing at him. It didn’t really bother Sonic as he pulled his chair back up
because he was too busy thinking about who the two new students were.

4 - Sneaking Into School
Later that day, Sonic and Shadow were sitting at their usual spot in the lunch room when the two
students walked in. They both took out a neatly packed tin lunchbox whilst Sonic and Shadow took out
two dirty, unhygienic boxes. The new students took out a neatly wrapped sandwich each whilst Sonic
and Shadow took out 5 sandwiches each, neatly packed by Amy, but as they took off the foil, the
sandwiches literally fell apart. As they both ate their sandwiches, Sonic kept staring at the blue
hedgehog. He was sure that he’d met her before but where? Shadow had his eye on the black and red
hedgehog. He thought the same as Sonic. The female blue hedgehog was taking absolutely no notice of
Sonic but had her eyes on Shadow. The female black and red hedgehog had her eyes on Sonic but was
paying no attention to Shadow. Suddenly Sonic pulled Shadow into the corner to form a “Romy
meeting”.
“Haven’t you seen them somewhere before?” Sonic asked. Shadow wasn’t paying any attention to
Sonic, he was paying too much attention to his Swiss roll and a few seconds later, received a slap round
the head. Suddenly, Sonic saw the black and red female hedgehog wink at him. Sonic lit up but he then
saw the two girls whispering. Later that day, Sonic received a message from Espio that the blue
hedgehog had dared the black and red hedgehog to wink at him. Sonic’s face fell but he wasn’t about
to give up! Once again, Sonic pulled Shadow into the corner to form a “Romy meeting”.
“I know this sounds crazy but I think I like her!” Sonic grinned.
“What is wrong with you man!?” Shadow screamed.
“You like the blue one don’t you?” Sonic asked.
“Yeah, pretty much. Why?” Shadow replied.
“Because maybe now we don’t have to be so careful around Cosmo’s plants! We can even use them
as targets in our football games!” Sonic grinned. “You got the plans for the football flower pitch I gave
you two months back?” Sonic asked. Shadow didn’t remember receiving any type of documentation
from Sonic two months ago. “You don’t remember where you put them, do you?”
“Yes I do, are you insulting my memory?”
“No! Any news about the main framage?” Sonic asked.
“Do you mean mainframe?” Shadow suggested raising an eyebrow.
“Yes that’s the one!” Sonic screamed.
“No.” Shadow said faintly. Shadow suggested that they hacked into the mainframe that night to find out
about the two new students and also to see the secret passage.

(That night)
“Owww stop kicking my eye!”
“It’s not my fault, why don’t you try standing on my back!?” The two hedgehogs argued as they tried to
climb the gate. Just then, Shadow’s mobile started ringing.
“One minute, got to take this!” Shadow said as he quickly jumped off Sonic’s back and ran into the
corner. “Hello?”
“Sonic! Where have you been?” A squeaky voice asked.
“Amy, this isn’t Sonic, it’s Shadow.” Shadow replied bluntly.
“Shadow, where’s Sonic? And more importantly, where are you?” Amy screamed down the line.
“I’m uh, picking up some, uh, groceries!” Shadow replied quickly.

“But all the shops are closed Shadow! You better not be in trouble!”
“No, don’t worry, I’m not!” Shadow replied as he quickly hung up. “Phew.”
“Yeah, just take all night! Come on Shadow!” Sonic shouted across the school yard.
“Uh yeah, coming Sonic!” Shadow grinned as he ran back towards Sonic. “Oh and just for the record,
Amy knows were gone.” Shadow replied. Sonic quickly started to dig a hole by the gate. “What are you
doing?” Shadow whispered.
“Just digging a hole so we can get into the school! Foxes do it!” Sonic replied.
“But were not foxes.” Shadow replied through gritted teeth.
“Oh yeah.” Sonic’s head fell. “Let’s get Geoffrey to do it then!” Sonic grinned. Shadow eyed Sonic.
“Or not.” Sonic said.
“You do realize that if we did dig a hole in the ground, we’d still have to get to the other side!” Shadow
said.
“…Yes!” Replied Sonic folding his arms and sticking his nose into the air.
“I know!” Squeaked Shadow in a voice that sounded just like Amy’s. “We can invent…A time machine!
And use it to travel into the future and get inside from there!”
“Genius!” Sonic grinned. They then realized that this would take far too long.
5 Minutes passed
“So how are we gonna get in?” Shadow asked curiously.
“This way!” Sonic said bashing Shadow’s head against the fence. Nothing happened though except
Shadow chasing Sonic around with a mad expression on his face, waving his fist.
“Strange, that normally works!” Said Sonic.
“I know, we’ll open the gate!” Shadow screamed again, in a voice that sounded like Amy’s. The two
hedgehogs walked over to the gate and gently pushed it open. The latch fell off and the gate opened
nicely.
“Well come on then!” Sonic yelled as he picked up a rock and threw it smack at the glass doors. They
shattered, leaving an open pathway for them to walk in. Shadow immediately started running to the ICT
room.
“Come on Sonic!” He said, waving his hand for Sonic to follow him but Sonic was not there. All that was
left of him was some dirty footprints leading to the bathroom.
“This is my time to be a lone hero!” Shadow said proudly as he held his head up high and slowly walked
into the ICT room, clumsily tripping by the door and causing it to slam tight, locking him inside the ICT
room. “Uh oh. What do I do now? Ah yes, the computers!”
Meanwhile
“Do do do do do do doooo!” Sonic sang whilst combing his spines. “Whoops!” Sonic gasped as he
realized that a quill was out of place. He quickly brushed it back. “There.” He grinned, placing the comb
down and admiring his newly-brushed quills in the mirror. “Hey, where’s Shadow?” Sonic said, secretly
not caring. “I’d better go and get the big idiot out of trouble!” He grinned feeling proud, not realizing that
he was as dumb as Shadow. He walked towards the ICT room and caught a glimpse of Shadow running
into it, attempting to knock it down but horribly failing. Sonic opened the lock after a long period of
thinking. Unfortunately the door whacked Sonic in the face, causing him to fall on the floor backwards
and his vision to go blurry.
“Soooonic!” A delicate voice said. Sonic looked up as his vision went back to normal to see Gina staring
down at him. “Are you alright?” She asked gently.
“Yeah.” Sonic said but then changed it to sound as if he was in pain, placing his hand on his head. “If
you could just rub my head a little and a kiss would really help too!” As the hedgehog lifted her hand
above Sonic’s head, he was expecting a nice stroke but instead received a hard slap across the head.
Suddenly his vision went back to normal and he saw Shadow leaning over him instead with an angry

expression spread across his face.
“WHY IN THE WORLD WOULD I KISS YOU?” He screamed, hitting Sonic across the head once again.
Sonic shook his head and quickly got up. “And anyway, you know could have got out of there by
myself!” Shadow pointed out untruthfully. “Anyway, I checked all the computers but just remembered
that we broke them all!”
“Oh, right.” Sonic replied glumly. “We can just use the one in Mr. Wenselby’s office!”
“Genius!” grinned Shadow whilst running off, Sonic trailing behind him. They plonked themselves down
on his chair and pressed the “on” button 5 times each in an attempt to turn it on faster. It slowly came
on and they hacked into the school ID system, a trick taught to them by Manic.
“This dudes so old fashioned, this computers Windows 98!” Shadow laughed. They opened up 2
windows and typed in the two students names. They quickly printed out the two sheets, not even
bothering to read them and then ran off to the exit.
”Wait, were forgetting something! We have to check out the secret passage!” Sonic pointed out. The
two boys walked to the bathroom and flushed the out of order toilet, causing the wall to fall off again
(Which had been repaired overnight, meaning the cement was still wet) and they slowly walked down
the dark corridor.
“Hey Sonic, this is kinda scary huh?” Shadow stuttered.
“Nah, you big wimp!” Sonic laughed. Suddenly, a mouse ran across the floor. “AH, RAT!” screeched
Shadow at the top of his voice, jumping on top of Sonic causing them both to fall to the ground. “RUN!”
he screamed as the two boys ran straight out of the secret passage, through the shattered glass doors
and straight out of the school grounds, shrieking like little school girls all the way home.

5 - Shadow's Pizza Express
At Home
Sonic and Shadow were in Sonic’s room (The most hygienic of the two hedgehog’s rooms which
wasn’t covered with left over pizza and cans of coke) Spread across Sonic’s bed reading the info they
had printed on Gina and Liv. Sonic was obviously reading the information on Gina and Shadow was
reading the information on Liv. After half an hour the hedgehog’s swapped the papers around.
“Hey, check this out!” Said Sonic. “Liv’s scared of the dark!” he said bursting out with laughter.
“Shut up!” Shadow shrieked. “Well guess what? Gina’s scared of spiders!” Shadow replied trying to
think of a better comeback but failing miserably. They then pounced on each other, locked in a fist fight
screaming bad things about Gina and Liv, Sonic defending Gina and Shadow defending Liv. Suddenly,
Sonic’s face dropped. “What, what is it?” Shadow asked suddenly. “I was enjoying beating you up!”
But Sonic wasn’t laughing. “It says here that Liv used to have three older siblings, two boys and one girl
who were triplets.
“…So?” Shadow shrugged after two minutes. Suddenly, Sonic had another flashback. He pictured
himself, Manic and Sonia playing together and his mother walking in holding a newly born blue
hedgehog.
“Sonic, Manic, Sonia, meet your baby sister, Liv!” She smiled warmly. Sonic gazed down at the young
hedgehog and identified her as Liv but then the flashback ended. Suddenly Sonic collapsed off the bed.
“Oh my gosh, I’m related to that annoying brat, Liv!” He shrieked. “She’s my younger sister!”
“Hey, what’s so bad about her? You’ve barley talked to her! In fact, you haven’t!” Shadow pointed
out, defending her but Sonic wasn’t paying attention.
“It’s all coming back to me know, how she always got her own way, how she always blamed me for
messes!” Just then, Shadow also had a flashback. He was very young and standing with his friend
Maria staring at a huge test tube containing a female hedgehog in it. Dr Gerald, Shadow’s creator
pressed a button and smoke appeared in the test tube as it opened up.
“Shadow, meet Gina, your sister!” Dr Gerald grinned and then the flashback ended.
“AHHHHH!” Shadow screamed as he too fell off the bed and started squirming on the floor like an idiot.
“Why me? That imbecile is my sister!” Sonic stopped screaming and turned towards Shadow causing
him to stop squirming. Deep down, they both cared greatly about their sisters and both wanted to protect
them. Sonic was scared that Shadow wouldn’t treat Liv properly if she went out with him and the same
went for Shadow and Gina.
“LEAVE MY SISTER ALONE!” They both shouted at the same time, eyeing each other angrily causing
Amy to fiercely burst in.
”IT’S 3AM, YOU JUST WOKE EVERYONE UP! AND WHY AREN’T YOU IN BED SHADOW?” She
squealed. Luckily, she didn’t notice the two pieces of paper containing the information. Shadow
miserably trailed back to his room, throwing all the clothes and coke cans off his bed to make room to
get some sleep.
Next Day
Thankfully, it was the weekend. Sonic and Shadow woke up, 2PM as usual and went downstairs to
watch TV. It was proving difficult though since Charmy was flying around the room singing his theme
song.
“He fights in a vest, that covers up his chest, here comes Charmy to the rescue!” He sang, doing karate

chops in all over the room, regularly flying past the TV getting in Sonic and Shadow’s way.
“What do we do now?” Sonic asked.
“Charmy, there’s a ninja outside that’s looking for a fight!” Shadow sighed.
“Ooh, a ninja! My time to shine!” Charmy shrieked as he quickly flew outside.
“Good, now we can watch Johnny Test again!” Shadow grinned.
After Johnny Test, the two hedgehogs went to work at “Shadow’s Pizza Express” to do their 20
minutes shift. Shadow was once the boss but got demoted by Boss Budson to coat hanger. Sonic was
the very much loved waiter, whom girls were always fluttering over him and boys were always saying
how cool he was. Shadow on the other hand was just a coat hanger and seemed like a piece of wood to
everyone, until now. Whilst doing their shift, 2 hedgehogs walked in. Shadow’s eyes widened.
“Hey Sonic, look at that table.” Shadow said, pointing to the table where they had sat down.
“Yeah, I’m looking at the table, what about it?” Sonic said who was in fact looking at the actual table.
“Ok now look at the people sitting at the table.”
“Ooooh!” Sonic grinned seeing that it was in fact Gina sitting at the table but then frowned when he saw
Liv sitting next to her. He was just about to go and take their order when Shadow put his arm in front of
him.
”I’ve got this one.” He said, walking towards the table.
“Oh no you haven’t!” Sonic said as he sped past him and right to the table.
“And what can I do for a hot girl?” He asked staring at Gina. He then turned towards Liv, frowning and
added “And her pet dog.” Liv scrunched her face up but Shadow came to save the day.
“I think he got that the wrong way around!” He said looking towards Liv.
“No no, it’s definitely the right way round!” Sonic replied.
“Shadow, what are you doing here? You’re supposed to be taking coats!” Boss Budson squealed in his
Texas accent as he walked over to Shadow. Shadow growled and stomped back to the coats hangers.
As he turned around, he received a small wink from Liv which made him leap up with joy and happily
grab people’s coats for the rest of his shift.

6 - Sonic's Zit Problems
“Ewww, you want me to squeeze it?” Shadow asked the next morning as Sonic stared horrifically into
the mirror, a huge zit placed right in the middle of his forehead.
”No, how am I gonna ask her to the dance with this thing on my head?” Sonic fretted. A letter had been
sent to all students about a school dance occurring on the day everyone returned to school after
finishing their history projects. The wondrous week off had finally begun since, they didn’t have to go in
for the whole of next week!
“So you do want me to squeeze it?” Shadow asked.
“NOOOOO! I’ll just cover it up, with, this, uh, Amy’s hat!” Sonic grinned as he picked it up. Shadow
gave Sonic a weird look.
“Sonic, it’s pink with flowers all over it!” He pointed out.
“So, we’ll just have to give it a makeover as girls say!” Sonic replied. “Genius, as usual!” Sonic and
Shadow spent the rest of the evening preparing Sonic’s “Zit Relief” hat. After 2 long hours of busy
work, it was finally finished.
“So, what do you think?” Shadow asked.
“Shadow, all we did was stick more flowers on it and dye it a darker pink! That’s even girlier than how
Amy made it!” Sonic yelled.
“Ok, no problem, we’ll just pick you up a top hat from the store.”
“Shadow, are you really are dumb as Amy describes you on the phone to her friends? The shops are all
closed and the school dance is in a week!” Sonic shouted.
“…Amy says your dumb too!” Shadow replied after about a minute.
“What ever, this zit is proving a problem!” Sonic said, trying to keep himself under control.
“Sonic! I noticed that big zit on your head when you were eating breakfast so I got you some zit cream.”
Amy smiled as she burst into the room and threw the cream on Sonic’s bed.
“Finally, I’m saved!” Sonic smiled as he took the tube and squeezed the whole thing over his head.
“Uh Sonic, I don’t think that’s how you do it.” Shadow commented.
“Yes it is!” Sonic yelled and threw the tube to the bin, missing it by a mile. “I’ll be better in no time!”
“Anyway, now that your zit’s taken care of, we have to think about our tuxes!” Shadow pointed out.
“Oh yeah, your right, We’ll do it tomorrow.” Sonic said hopefully.
“Fine.” Shadow replied.

Next Day:
It was the first day of the school’s week off for the history projects but history was the last thing on the
hedgehog’s minds. Of course it was 2PM as the boys slowly slumped downstairs to eat “Breakfast”
which was really lunch now. As they got downstairs, they saw all of their roommates sitting on the large
brown table eating their lunch. Of course, Amy had left Sonic a bowl of porridge and Shadow a bowl of
Coco Pops on the table from breakfast.
“Where’s Amy?” Sonic asked as he scanned the room but found no sign of the pink hedgehog.
“She is out shopping, didn’t you hear her?” Tails yelled across the room, slamming his history project
on the table in frustration. He was sitting at a small circular table with Wave, Silver and Geoffrey, the
regular study group and they were all preparing their history projects.

“Yes, have a little dignity Sonic, honestly, it’s monstrous!” Silver said as he took his glasses off his
nose and wiped them with a rectangular cloth. Shadow wasn’t exactly hearing any of this, he was falling
asleep from the lecture he was getting from the “Nerds” as he liked to call them. Shadow pictured
himself and Liv dancing in a field of roses, his true wish but he wasn’t expecting to receive a large
whack around the head from Tails’ reading book.
“Hey, what did you do that for?” Shadow yelled with clenched fists.
“WELL IF YOU WERE LISTENING, YOU MIGHT HAVE HEARD ME!” Tails screeched at the top of his
lungs. Shadow grumbled under his breath and walked away to eat his Coco Pops. Suddenly, a horrific
scream was heard by Sonic.
“AHHHH, MY ZITS EVEN BIGGER THAN YESTERDAY!” He screamed in agony.
“I told you that wasn’t the way to put it on.” Shadow said proudly. “You used it all over your spines and
not a drop actually went on your zit!”
“I’m almost certain it did! Now where’s that tube?” Sonic asked, rummaging around on the floor.
“Look, it doesn’t matter now!” Shadow said through gritted teeth. Suddenly, Sonic and Shadow had
realized that everyone had left the table to go and either study or do their history projects.
“Do you think we should do ours too?” Sonic asked.
“No way man, what’s gotten into you!” Shadow replied.
“It’s just that, Manic might have wanted to, you know?” Sonic said with watery eyes. Shadow rolled his
eyes and then an idea sprouted in his mind.
“Hey Geoffrey, how do you feel about doing our history projects for us?” Shadow asked.
“As much as I enjoy doing history projects, Amy has forbidden me from helping you!” Geoffrey replied
chuckling a little.
“And that is funny because?” Shadow asked sarcastically.
“Doesn’t matter!” Geoffrey grinned.
“Uh, I’ve always found something freaky about that boy!” Shadow shuddered as he and Sonic began to
walk the opposite way.
“What do you find freaky about him, the way he has pointy teeth or his weird smile?” Sonic asked.
“Ummm, both?” Shadow replied helplessly. At that moment, Amy ran through the front door and
grabbed her pink purse of the kitchen table.
”Sorry, forgot my purse! I’m going to do some grocery shopping because your all such pigs! I’m taking
my motorbike that you say is tattered with me so I won’t be back until supper.” Amy explained. “Do you
think you could watch the, you know, the, kinda, dangerous ones?” Amy asked turning towards Vector.
She moved closer to him and whispered something in his ear. “You know, like Blaze and Cosmo? I hear
Cosmo’s having a hard time at the moment, trying to buy someone else’s house to grow flowers in.”
“What’s in it for me?” Vector asked. Moments later, he received a slap across his face.
“You will be helping your friends! The reward is happiness! I’ll take that as a yes, I’ll be back by
supper.” Amy screamed before slamming the door. Vector just blinked in shock and returned to
mopping the floor. Of course, moments later Blaze had snuck out of the house through the window and
was already soaring across roofs. Cosmo was sitting at a desk counting up money from a piggybank
covered in flowers.
“Just a bit more and then I can buy the flower mansion!” Cosmo said to herself. “Only $100, 000 to
go!” Meanwhile, Sonic and Shadow were sitting down attempting to eat their breakfast.
“I’d rather eat a hoover!” Shadow complained as he poked his soggy Coco Pops with his finger.
“Well I’m not exactly having a cup of tea over here!” Sonic commented as he spooned up some
porridge and put it next to his face, sniffing it. He moved it away in disgust and shoved the spoon back
into the bowl but unfortunately, he did it harshly and the spoonful of porridge flew into his face.
“Forget it, I’m getting some real food!” Shadow fumbled as he threw the Coco Pops to the floor. Vector

gasped and ran over, taking the cloth out of his back project and wiping it up.
“Prefect, you made a distraction! Let’s go for Amy’s stash!” Sonic grinned before jumping out of his
chair.
“WAIT!” Vector screamed as he leaned up.
“Oh no, he’s onto us!” Shadow whispered to Sonic.
“…You forgot to wipe your feet!” Vector pointed out whilst pointing to a small doormat that read “Home
sweet Home” on it. Sonic and Shadow looked at each other and then quickly ran over to wipe their feet.
Vector merely nodded and got back to wiping the carpet. “Teenager germs!” He sighed.
“Come on!” Shadow said whilst pointing to a large chocolate cake filled with a total of 8000 calories in
each slice and of course, Sonic and Shadow would have at least five slices each! After finishing their
chocolate cake and putting 5 stones on each, they decided to go their separate ways. Sonic went to the
bathroom to do his quills whilst Shadow went to his room and decided it was time to clean it up.
“Uh, my room is so dirty! I guess its ok but just to be on the safe side, I’d better pour this coke all over
my bed.” He said whilst taking the coke bottle in his hand and emptying it’s contents on his bed sheets.
In the shops:
“La la la la la la la la!” Amy sung loudly whilst gathering around 12 cans of mushy tinned peas into a
shopping trolley. She was just about to make her way to the counter but she spotted something that she
knew Sonic would love! “Wow, oatmeal and porridge mixed? Now he doesn’t have to wait two days in a
row to have each of them!” She said gleefully as she picked up 10 boxes and put them in with her
mushy peas. Just as Amy was making her way out from the shopping centre, she noticed a familiar
figure standing on the roof of the shop. Amy’s eyes widened with shock and anger.
“Blaze, you get down from there this instant!” Amy yelled but Blaze took no notice and leapt from the
roof, aiming for a small hut around 3 meters away. Amy almost fainted as Blaze landed on the hut,
almost falling off but she made it. Suddenly, a tiny shape jumped after her. “CHARMY!” Amy screamed
as the bee tried to jump as far as Blaze had done but he failed miserably and plummeted down into
Amy’s shopping basket, squishing all of her products, making her mushy Pease even mushier. Charmy
poked his head out of the trolley and grinned at Amy who in turn, fainted.
Back at home:
Sonic and Shadow were sitting on a sofa discussing the school prom when they heard the door burst
open. The both turned around to see Amy standing in the doorway, Charmy and Blaze at each side of
her. Charmy had a scared expression on his face but Blaze had her arms folded with a scowl on her
face. Amy looked like she had gone for a swim in a river on the way home and was gripping the bee and
the cat by their ears and antenna as she dragged them inside. Vector came rushing over to her and
followed behind the three with a mop cleaning up a long trail of mud that led behind them. Shadow
looked confused but Sonic just looked plain mad, he had just been interrupted in the greatest bit of Toy
Story 2 where Woody saved Wheezy from the yard sale. Just then, Shadow gave Sonic the signal and
they snuck upstairs before Amy had the chance to start yelling at them for not brushing their teeth.
“So, when are you gonna make your move Sonic?” Shadow asked.
“Ah you know, when I feel relaxed enough!” Sonic replied. “Oh and by the way, what move on who?”
“On Gina of course!” Shadow accidentally yelled at the top of his voice.
“Ooooooh!” Sonic replied. “Well what about you my friend? When are you gonna make your move?”
“I plan to do the same as you!” Shadow muttered.
“Whatever.” Sonic sighed. Suddenly, there was a horrific snort heard from outside Sonic’s door.

“oh no, there’s only one person who can snore that badly!” Shadow sighed.
“ROUGE!’ The two said simultaneously. At that moment Rouge burst through the door.
“I can’t believe you like…wait…who do you like again? Oh man, I’ve forgotten!” She screamed.
“Anyway, I’m smart and I’m going to study for the history report, with the smart people! What are you
losers doing all day?”
“Sitting in bed, watching Toy Story and drinking coke!” Sonic grinned.
”Whatever! Losers.” Rouge replied.
“Whatever, don’t get hit by a bus! I mean, do get his by a bus! Whatever…” Shadow retorted.

7 - Getting Their Tuxes
The third day had sprung and Sonic and Shadow still hadn’t managed to start their History reports. As
usual, they were slumping downstairs at 2PM to eat their left out breakfast. Amy had left out a bowl of
Special K for Shadow and a bowl of porridge-oatmeal mix for Sonic.
“I don’t believe it…s-special-k! Doesn’t that have like, two calories in it or something?” Shadow
muttered. Sonic picked the box up.
“One.” He replied shortly.
“How am I supposed to start my day fresh unless I have at least a 500 calorie breakfast?!” Shadow
fretted.
“Well look at the Brightside, at least you don’t have a porridge AND oatmeal mix!” Sonic sighed. At that
moment Vector plunged through the door.
“Sonic, Shadow, I’ve got great news, were going fishing!” He gleamed. The two hedgehogs looked
blankly at each other.
“But it’s Walt Disney Wednesday!” Shadow replied with a horrified look on his face.
“Yeah! We’ve got it all planned out! We start off with Monster’s Inc. followed by Mulan AND Mulan 2
then we swing through the trees with Tarzan and then…”
“Yeah yeah, I get it.” Vector replied downheartedly. Just then, the Monster’s Inc. opening was heard so
Sonic and Shadow ran to the television. Vector followed them and picked up the remote. Standing
behind the chair that Sonic and Shadow were sitting on, he pressed the off button. Sonic and Shadow
screamed until Vector hit them across the head with a mop
“WHAT WAS THAT FOR!?” sonic and shadow both yelled simultaneously.
“That was for being lazy! Now were going fishing!” Vector grinned. “And I said Big could come too, he
wants some friends for Froggy plus some injured animals for him to tend to.” Sonic and Shadow shot a
horrified glance at one another but before they knew it, Vector had manhandled them into the back of
the car and was already driving off, Big plonked in the seat next to him. Of course, both being immature,
Sonic and Shadow both started screeching and whacking the windows attempting to escape from the
car.
At the fishing spot:
Big immediately leaped (which was a big step for Big!) out of the car and ran to the nearest fishing spot,
Froggy hopping behind him. Sonic and Shadow were still in the car, petrified from the horrific smell of
pondweed.
“Well aren’t you coming?” Vector asked, jumping out of the car, his fishing gear in one hand and a hat
placed on his head, a fishing hat to be exact.
“No.” Shadow replied whilst Sonic shook his head.
“Duh!” Sonic mumbled. Vector just shrugged and rushed off to where Big was fishing.
“Hey I know something better we can do Sonic.” Shadow whispered whilst Sonic leant closer to him.
“We can sneak out! Go and get our tuxes and maybe even a top hat! Go watch a Disney movie, ya
know, the usual. And I’m sure Walt Disney Wednesday isn’t finished!”
“That does sound like fun Shadow my friend!” Sonic grinned. “Let’s go!”
“So how do we get back?” Shadow pondered.
“Easy! We could take a bus and we’d get home around the part of Monster’s Inc. where that big guy,
what’s his name, Muzzy?”

“Sulley.” Shadow replied with an angry expression.
“Right, when Sulley thinks Boo’s been killed by the garbage thing, that’s near to the end of the film. On
the other hand, we could just run back and we’d get there in time to catch the opening sequence.”
Sonic pointed out. Shadow cocked his head to one side.
“So the best thing to do would be…”
“Oh wait, I got this! The best thing to do would be to take a bus!” Sonic grinned whilst Shadow nodded
in approval.
“Bus it is!”
At the tux shop:
“So, what do you think of this one?” Sonic asked as he stepped out of the changing rooms sporting a
luminous orange tuxedo complete with a top hat, pocket watch and cane.
“Hmmmm…It’s missing one more thing.” Shadow said whilst grabbing a bright blue cape and draping it
over Sonic’s shoulders. “Perfect!” Sonic grinned.
“Now your turn.” Sonic said. Shadow ran into the changing room and within minutes returned in a bright
pink tuxedo complete with a piano tie and a bow tie as well. Sonic clapped in approval and the two
grinned. Just then, they spotted Gina and Liv trying on some beautiful dresses. Gina had a silver dress
on whilst Liv had a red one. Immediately Sonic and Shadow started drooling followed by a hard yank of
the ear.
“I thought I saw you two here!” The person yelled.
“Amy? What are you doing here?” Sonic asked.
“In public!?” Shadow added. Amy ignored his comment and begun to make a scene.
“Listen, you just go off and ditch Vector and Big like that! I mean, Vector’s like a dad to you and you just
run off! He was just trying to take his boys fishing!” Amy babbled leaving Sonic and Shadow to heavily
blush out of embarrassment. Gina and Liv, overhearing the scene snickered under their breath and then
left the shop. Sonic and Shadow noticed this and stared angrily at the door.
“Gee thanks a lot Amy!” Sonic muttered.
“Are you even listening?” Amy screamed, not noticing Sonic’s previous comment. She continued to
lecture them in public and then dragged them home.
In Shadow’s room (for a change):
“Man I can’t believe Amy embarrassed us like that!” Sonic wailed as he held his head. But Shadow
wasn’t listening, he was off in a daydream again but it wasn’t a normal one. Every time he tried to
picture Liv’s beautiful face, Gina’s came to mind instead and it was beginning to bug him.
“Hey Sonic, tell your girlfriend to get out of my head!” Shadow screamed at sonic unexpected who was
cut off in mid sentence.
“Okaaaaay.” Sonic replied a little scared. “Gina, get out of Shadow’s head!” Shadow smiled a thanks.
“Hey Sonic, did you ever wonder how that ugly thing is my sister?” Shadow asked randomly. Sonic
stared at Shadow in an outrageous way as if Shadow had just got an A in Spanish.
“Well having my sister ain’t no basket of roses for me either pal!” Sonic shouted back. The two ended
up wrestling each other to the floor as Amy walked in dropping a tray of cookies on the floor.
“I tell you to think about what you did and you’re up here wrestling! I just baked these cookies for you
but you can just eat them off the floor now!” She screamed slamming the door. Sonic and Shadow eyed
the cookies piled across the floor before looking at each other.
“Works for me!” Sonic said as they both rushed over to eat the cookies. After stuffing their faces with
germ ridden cookies, Shadow had an idea.
“Hey Sonic, wanna go boarding?” He asked.

“Shadow, this is just really random stuff happening now! I mean, fishing, Disney, we need to get serious
bro!” Sonic replied.
“As usual Sonic, your right!” Shadow said.
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